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Abstract. We investigate how dynamic polarization of carbon valence electrons influences
both the angular and spatial distributions of protons channeled in a (11, 9) single-wall carbon
nanotube placed in vacuum and in different dielectric media. Proton speeds between 3 and 10
a.u., corresponding to energies of 0.223 and 2.49 MeV, are chosen with the nanotube length
varied between 0.1 and 1 µm. In all performed calculations we describe the interaction between
proton and carbon atoms on the nanotube wall using the Doyle-Turner potential. The image
force on a proton is calculated using a two-dimensional hydrodynamic model for the dynamic
response of the nanotube valence electrons and the dielectric media surrounding the nanotube.
The angular distributions of channeled protons are generated using a computer simulation
method which solves the proton equations of motion in the transverse plane numerically. The
best level of ordering and straightening of carbon nanotube arrays is often achieved when they
are grown in a dielectric matrix. Consequently, we investigate here how the dynamic polarization
of carbon valence electrons in the presence of various surrounding dielectric media affects the
angular distributions of protons channeled through (11, 9) single-wall carbon nanotubes. Our
analysis shows that the inclusion of the image interaction, gives rise to a number of rainbow
maxima in the corresponding angular and spatial distribution. Our analysis shows that the
presence of dielectric media surrounding the nanotube influences the positions and appearance
of rainbows in the corresponding angular and spatial distributions. In addition, we analyze the
possibility of production of nano-sized beams by carbon nanotubes.
1. Introduction
Theoreticians continue to explore possible applications of ion channeling through nanotubes
[1, 2, 3], beginning with those based on the angular distributions of channeled ions, e.g.,
for the purpose of deflecting ion beams in accelerators [4] or determining some structural
details of the short nanotubes using the rainbow effect [5, 6, 7, 8]. Theoretical studies of the
spatial distributions of channeled ions have demonstrated the possibility of creating nanosized
ion beams, which could find interesting applications in biomedical research and for materials
modification [4, 9]. An additional application of ion channeling through nanotubes based on the
spatial distributions remains to be investigated in the context of extending the classical use of
ion channeling for materials analysis [10] to nanotube based materials. Experimental realization
of ion channeling through nanotubes is still at the preliminary stage [11, 12]. While the image
force has not been found to play any significant role in channels of single crystals [10], its role has
been identified clearly in ion-surface scattering [13], and in ion transmission through capillaries
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in solids [14, 15]. In addition, although the image force plays a minor roles in ion channeling
through nanotubes in the GeV and keV energy ranges [3, 2, 4, 16], it has been shown to strongly
influence ion trajectories in the MeV energy range. For example, the image force gives rise to
the rainbow effect in angular distributions of protons channeled through short chiral single-wall
and double wall nanotubes [17].
It has been established that, when the nanotubes are grown in a dielectric medium, one may
achieve a very high degree of ordering and straightening. This makes such composite structures
very suitable candidates to be used in experiments of ion channeling through nanotubes.
Therefore, it is important to study the effects of the surrounding dielectric medium on ion
channeling through nanotubes in the MeV energy range. The materials of interest are Al2O3
[11], SiO2 [18] as well as Ni [18] and Pt [12]. It has been shown recently that the image force
and the rainbow effect in the angular distributions of protons channeled through nanotubes
may be strongly modified by the polarization of the surrounding cylindrical dielectric boundary
[19, 20, 21].
2. Theory
The system under investigation is a proton moving through an (11, 9) single-wall carbon
nanotube embedded in a dielectric medium. The z axis coincides with the nanotube axis and
the origin lies at its transverse entrance plane. The initial proton velocity is taken to be parallel
to the z axis. We assume that the nanotube is sufficiently short for the proton energy loss to be
neglected. The initial proton speed, v, is varied between 3 and 10 a.u., corresponding to energies
between 0.223 and 2.49 MeV, respectively. The nanotube length, L, is varied between 0.1 and
1.0 µm.
We assume that the (repulsive) interaction between the proton and nanotube atoms may be
treated classically using the Doyle-Turner expression for the proton-nanotube atom interaction
potential averaged axially and azimuthally [23, 24, 25]. The resulting interaction potential may
be expressed as
Urep(r) =
16piZ1Z2d
3
√
3l2
4∑
j=1
ajb
2
jI0(b
2
jrd) exp{−b2j [r2 + (d/2)2]}. (1)
Here Z1 = 1 and Z2 = 6 are the atomic numbers of the proton and nanotube atom, respectively,
d is the nanotube diameter, l is the bond length for nanotube atoms, r is the distance between
the proton and nanotube axis, I0 designates the modified Bessel function of the first kind and
the 0th order, and aj = (0.115, 0.188, 0.072, 0.020) and bj = (0.547, 0.989, 1.982, 5.656) are fitting
parameters [25].
The dynamic polarization of the nanotube and dielectric medium by the proton is treated
using a two-dimensional hydrodynamic model for the valence electrons of the nanotube atoms.
This is based on a jellium-like description of the nanotube ion cores, extended to include the
contribution of the dielectric boundary [20, 21, 26, 27]. This model includes the procedures of
axial and azimuthal averaging, used in the repulsive interaction model. It gives the (attractive)
interaction potential between the proton and its image. The image interaction potential at the
proton position is then Uatr = −Z12 Φind(~r, t), where Φind(~r, t) is the electric potential at the
proton position due to polarization charges induced on the nanotube and dielectric boundary
by the (screened) proton. This is called the induced potential. A more detailed description of
the theoretical hydrodynamic model is given in Refs. [19] and [20].
The total interaction potential between the proton and the nanotube and dielectric medium
is U(~r, t) = Urep(r)− Z12 Φind(~r, t). The angular and spatial distributions of channeled protons in
the exit plane are generated using a computer simulation method, which includes the numerical
solving of the proton equations of motion in the transverse plane. The rectangular coordinates
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of the initial proton position, x0 and y0, are chosen randomly from a two-dimensional uniform
distribution under the condition r0 = (x20 + y
2
0)
1
2 < a − asc, where asc =
[
9pi2/(128 Z2)
] 1
3 a0 is
the nanotube atom screening radius and a0 the Bohr radius. We take for the nanotube atom
bond length l = 0.144 nm [28] and obtain for the nanotube radius a = 0.689 nm. The initial
number of protons is 3 141 929.
Angular distributions may be analyzed successfully via the corresponding mapping of the
impact parameter plane to the scattering angle plane [5, 6, 7, 8, 17, 29]. We also analyze the
mapping of the entrance transverse plane to the exit transverse plane. However, since in the
case we investigate the total interaction potential is axially symmetric, it is possible to construct
the one dimensional deflection function, Θx as a function of x0 for the angular distribution. In
the configuration plane we can analyze the mapping of the proton radial axis in the entrance
transverse plane x0 to the proton radial axis in the exit transverse plane x (x0 7→ x). The extrema
in this mapping are the rainbow maxima or minima, and the corresponding singularities in the
angular and spatial distribution of channeled protons are the rainbow singularities.
3. Results and discussion
We use for the nanotube radius a = 13.01 a.u, and for the separation between the nanotube
and the dielectric boundaries 3.21 a.u. [22, 30]. Thus, the dielectric boundary radius is b =
a + 3.21 a.u. We describe the surrounding SiO2 using a dielectric constant of 3.9 [31]. The
dielectric responses of the surrounding Al2O3 and Ni are modeled using the methods described
by Arista and Fuentes [15] and Kwei et al. [32], respectively. We have found that for the case of
nanotube embedded in a dielectric media a proton moving at a speed below about 3 a.u. does
not polarize the dielectric media. This means that the dielectric medium is completely screened
by the nanotube and does not contribute to the image force. For a proton speed above about 3
a.u., polarization of the dielectric media occurs. The screening of the dielectric medium by the
nanotube is then incomplete and it thus influences the image force.
Figure 1(a) shows two angular distributions of channeled protons along the Θx axis for v = 3
a.u. and L = 0.3 µm, both with and without the inclusion of the dynamical polarization effect.
One can see that 10 maxima appear in the angular distribution, located around 10 scattering
angles, Θx ∼= ± 0.7 mrad, ± 1.1 mrad, ± 1.8 mrad, ± 2.1 mrad, ± 2.3 mrad, when the dynamical
polarization effect is included. The extremal points are labeled by 1, 2′, 2′′, 3′ and 3′′, which
result from one (1), two (2′ and 2′′) and three (3′ and 3′′) deflections of the rainbow trajectories
within the image-generated potential well. Figure 1(b) shows two deflection functions that
correspond to the angular distributions shown in Figure 1(a). The deflection function with the
inclusion of the dynamical polarization effect has 10 extremum points: five minima and five
maxima, which are designated by 1, 2′, 2′′, 3′ and 3′′. In both cases we notice two additional
pairs of extrema near the nanotube wall (for large impact parameters), but these structures are
not visible in the angular distributions. Figure 1(c) shows two spatial distributions of channeled
protons along the x axis in the exit plane for the proton velocity v = 3 a.u. and the nanotube
length L = 0.3 µm. The nanotube is placed in vacuum. The spatial distributions correspond
to the cases when the image interaction potential is neglected and when it is included. In the
former case the spatial distribution contains a central maximum and three pairs of peripheral
maxima, designated by 1, 2 and 3, located at x = ±7.5, ±11.1 and ±12.1 a.u. In the latter case
a central maximum and five pairs of peripheral maxima are seen, designated by 1i, 2i, 3i, 4i and
5i, and located at x = ±8.1, ±9.9, ±10.7, ±11.4 and ±12.2 a.u. The maxima designated by 2, 3,
4i and 5i are very weak. When the image interaction potential is included, the central maximum
is much narrower and about three times weaker while the peripheral maxima are much more
prominent. Figure 1(d) shows two mappings of the x0 axis in the entrance plane to the x axis in
the exit plane corresponding to the two spatial distributions of channeled protons shown in Fig.
1(c). It is evident that without the image force the mapping has six extrema, three maxima
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Figure 1. (a) Two angular distributions and (b) two corresponding deflection functions, (c)
two spatial distributions and (d) two corresponding mapping x0 7→ x of channeled protons for
the proton speed of 3 a.u. and the nanotube length of 0.3 µm. The (11, 9) SWNT is placed in
vacuum. The dashed line corresponds to the case without the dynamic polarization effect and
the solid line to the case with it.
and three minima. These are designated by 1, 2 and 3. When the image force is included, the
mapping has 10 extrema, five maxima and five minima. These are designated by 1i, 2i, 3i, 4i
and 5i. The maxima and minima designated by 2, 3, 4i and 5i are very sharp and lie near the
nanotube wall.
Figure 2(a) shows two angular distributions of channeled protons along the Θx axis in the
scattering plane for the proton speed v = 5 a.u. and the nanotube length L = 0.5 µm. These
correspond to the cases in which the nanotube is placed in vacuum and embedded in SiO2, and
the dynamic polarization effect is included. We notice a significant depletion of the number of
rainbow peaks, down to three pairs (1, 2′ and 2′′) for the nanotube in vacuum, and only one pair
(1d) for surrounding SiO2. When the nanotube is placed in vacuum the peripheral maxima are
located at Θx = ±0.23, ±0.43 and ±0.74 mrad, and when it is embedded in SiO2 at Θx = ±0.43
mrad. Figure 2(b) shows two deflection functions that correspond to the angular distributions
shown in Figure 2(a). In both cases we notice two additional pairs of extrema near the nanotube
wall, but these structures are not visible in the angular distributions. Figure 2(c) shows two
spatial distributions of channeled protons along the x axis in the exit plane for the proton speed
v = 5 a.u. and the nanotube length L = 0.5 µm. These correspond to when the nanotube is
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Figure 2. (a) Two angular distributions and (b) two corresponding deflection functions, (c)
two spatial distributions and (d) two corresponding mapping x0 7→ x of channeled protons for
the proton speed of 5 a.u. and the nanotube length of 0.5 µm. The (11, 9) SWNT is placed in
vacuum (dashed line) and in SiO2 (solid line).
placed in vacuum and embedded in SiO2, with the dynamic polarization effect included. In the
former case the spatial distribution contains a central maximum and four pairs of peripheral
maxima are seen, designated by 1i, 2i, 3i and 4i. In the latter case a central maximum and
three pairs of peripheral maxima, designated by 1d, 2d and 3d. The maxima designated by 3i,
4i, 2d and 3d are very weak. When the nanotube is placed in vacuum the peripheral maxima are
located at x = ±9.0, ±9.9, ±11.2 and ±12.1 a.u., and when it is embedded in SiO2 at x = ±9.3,
±11.2 and ±12.1 a.u. Figure 2(d) shows two mappings of the x0 axis in the entrance plane to
the x axis in the exit plane corresponding to the two spatial distributions of channeled protons
shown in Fig. 2(c). It is evident that when the nanotube is placed in vacuum the mapping
has eight extrema, four maxima and four minima. These are designated by 1i, 2i, 3i and 4i.
When the nanotube is embedded in SiO2 the mapping has six extrema, three maxima and three
minima. These are designated by 1d, 2d and 3d.
Figure 3(a) shows four angular distributions of channeled protons along the Θx axis in the
scattering angle plane for the proton speed v = 8 a.u. and the nanotube length L = 0.8 µm.
These correspond to when the nanotube is placed in vacuum and embedded in SiO2, Al2O3
and Ni, with the image interaction potential included. One notices that the positions of the
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rainbow extrema, labeled by 1d, hardly change for different dielectrics. When the nanotube
is placed in vacuum there are no peripheral maxima, and when it is embedded in a dielectric
medium, periferal maxima are located at Θx = ±0.17 mrad (in the case of Al2O3) and Θx =
±0.21 mrad (in the cases of SiO2 and Ni). Figure 3(b) shows four deflection functions that
correspond to the angular distributions shown in Fig. 3(a). One finds that in each case of the
nanotube embeded in a dielectric the mapping has one pair of extrema, labeled by 1d. In both
cases we notice two additional pairs of extrema near the nanotube wall which are not visible
in the angular distributions. Figure 3(c) shows four spatial distributions of channeled protons
along the x axis in the exit plane for the proton speed v = 8 a.u. and the nanotube length
L = 0.8 µm. These correspond to the cases in which the nanotube is placed in vacuum and
embedded in SiO2, Al2O3 and Ni, with the image interaction potential is included. In each
case the spatial distribution contains a strong central maximum and three pairs of peripheral
maxima, designated by 1i, 2i and 3i, when the nanotube is placed in vacuum, and by 1d, 2d
and 3d, when it is embedded in SiO2,Al2O3 and Ni. It is clear that the spatial distributions
when the nanotube is embedded in the three dielectric media are very similar to each other.
Also, they do not differ significantly from the spatial distribution when the nanotube is placed
in vacuum. The spatial distributions when the nanotube is embedded in SiO2 and Ni almost
coincide. Figure 3(d) shows four mappings of the x0 axis in the entrance plane to the x axis
in the exit plane corresponding to the four spatial distributions of channeled protons shown in
Fig. 3(c). One finds that in each case the mapping has six extrema, three maxima and three
minima.
All angular and spatial distributions shown are characterized by the same duration of the
proton channeling process, i.e., by the same proton dwell time.
The results for the angular distributions for the combination of parameters L = 0.3 µm and
v= 3 a.u. are displayed in Fig. 1(a), where one can see five pairs of the extremal points, labeled
by 1, 2′, 2′′, 3′ and 3′′. For the combination of parameters L = 0.5 µm, v= 5 a.u. (see Fig. 2(a)),
one notices a significant depletion of the number of rainbow peaks, down to three pairs (1, 2′
and 2′′) for the nanotube in vacuum, and only one pair (1d) for surrounding SiO2. The further
reduction of the number of rainbow peaks with increasing proton speed is illustrated in Fig. 3(a)
for the combination of parameters L = 0.8 µm, v= 8 a.u. This is due to the diminished image
force on protons at such a high speed. On the other hand, the one rainbow peak (1d) from Fig.
2(a) has remained in Fig. 3(a) for the case of a nanotube surrounded by SiO2, although this
peak is now very small. This persistence of the rainbow peak for a surrounding dielectric can
be explained by the ”transparency” of nanotubes at high proton speeds [26], where the image
force is dominated by the polarization of the surrounding dielectric.
For v = 3 a.u. and L = 0.3 µm, the spatial distribution with the nanotube placed in vacuum
contains five rainbow maxima [see Fig. 1(c)], as does the spatial distribution with the nanotube
placed in SiO2. For v = 5 a.u. and L = 0.5 µm the spatial distribution with the nanotube placed
in vacuum contains four rainbow maxima, while the spatial distribution with the nanotube
placed in SiO2 three rainbow maxima [see Fig. 2(c)]. For v = 8 a.u. and L = 0.8 µm the spatial
distribution with the nanotube placed in vacuum contains three rainbow maxima, as does the
spatial distribution with the nanotube placed in SiO2 [see Fig. 3(c)]. It is clear that for the same
proton dwell time the number of rainbow maxima in the spatial distribution decreases with the
proton speed.
4. Conclusions
We have presented theoretical investigations of the effects of dynamic polarization of the
nanotube atom valence electrons on the angular and spatial distributions of protons channeled
through (11, 9) single-wall carbon nanotubes placed in vacuum and embedded in various
dielectric media, for proton speeds between 3 and 10 a.u. and nanotube lengths between
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Figure 3. (a) Four angular distributions and (b) four corresponding deflection functions, (c)
four spatial distributions and (d) four corresponding mapping x0 7→ x of channeled protons
for the proton speed of 8 a.u. and the nanotube length of 0.8 µm. The (11, 9) SWNT is
placed in vacuum (dashed line) and in SiO2, Al2O3 and Ni (solid, dotted and dash-dotted lines,
respectively).
0.1 and 1.0 µm. We found that the image force gives rise to the rainbow effect, which may
be strongly affected by the surrounding dielectric medium for proton speeds above 3 a.u. Our
study has revealed that prominent rainbow maxima exist in the angular and spatial distributions
of channeled protons. While the rainbows in the angular distributions of channeled ions may
be easily measured and used to provide information on the structure and atomic forces inside
the nanotubes, the rainbows in the spatial distributions of channeled ions may be employed for
detecting and locating the atoms and molecules intercalated in the nanotubes.
We also find prominent peripheral maxima in the spatial distributions at the distances from
the nanotube wall on the order of a few tenths of a nanometer. These distances are suitable for
applying proton channeling to probe the atoms and molecules adsorbed on the nanotube wall.
We have revealed that the image force is responsible for the appearance of additional prominent
peripheral maxima as well as for making them more prominent at the expense of the central
maximum, as the nanotube length increases in angular and spatial distributions.
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All our findings indicate that it is important to carefully consider in future simulations and
experiments the role played by dielectric media in ion channeling through carbon nanotubes
in the MeV energy range. Such studies may further elucidate dielectric properties of carbon
nanotubes in the presence of dielectric media of relevance to nanoelectronics, such as SiO2. The
spatial distribution of channeled protons gives us detailed information about the proton flux
within the nanotube. It appears that a careful studying of the speed dependence of the image
force as well as of the properties of the nanotube and its surroundings, may help us better
understand and perhaps even find a way to induce a spatial redistribution of channeled protons
towards the nanotube wall. Redistributing channeled protons might then be used for probing the
atoms and molecules intercalated in the nanotube. We also mention the possibility of producing
nanosized ion beams with nanotubes embedded in various dielectric media for applications in
biomedical research.
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